Correct Drill Choice?
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At this time of year we are reviewing autumn establishment and planning for
spring drilling. As per usual we have seen the normal distribution of drilling
quality & subsequent crop establishment, ranging from distinctly average to
exceptionally good and everything in-between. This is hardly surprising this
autumn, which for many, has been challenging to say the least. A lot of crops
have been drilled into less than perfect soil conditions, mostly due to time
constraints. We can’t control the weather and soil conditions but we can
control the rest of the drilling exercise, e.g. seed depth, seed rate, fertiliser,
speed etc.
We see a lot of variable seed depth and variable seed placement along the row,
along with the poorly consolidated seed slots. Some of these problems maybe
attributed to wrong drill choice but mostly it is simply too much forward speed.
High forward speed in no-till situations is undesirable, it can cause the following
problems;
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Photo showing poor seed distribution due to excess speed at drilling

Drill speed continued…
Seed bunching & scatter, &/or drill riding-out
Without getting into too much complex physics and maths, the down pressure must increase as
forward speed increases to prevent riding-out. Similarly tine drills with auto-reset legs will require
greater pressure to prevent the leg from chattering as forward speed increases. Obviously the leg
is designed to break back/lift out when it contacts an obstacle but converted drill’s such as Horsch
CO’s and Sprinters are designed to work into cultivated soils where the soil resistance is less than in
a no-till situation. Therefore higher forward speeds will exert a greater pressure on the leg and
cause it to break back more often. The consequences of this are seed bunching along the row
(see photo above). Greater yields come with greater attention to detail, and while the plants will
try to adjust tiller numbers/ear size/grain sites accordingly they can only do so much. Seed bounce
out of the row and variable seed depth is also a function of high forward speeds. While the seed
bounce maybe partially controlled by lowering the fan speed and consequently air volume and
speed, seed bounce is also reduced by reducing the forward speed.

Photo showing some consistently seed placement
Excessive soil throw.
Pretty straightforward this one, the faster you travel the more the soil will be thrown forwards and
sideways by the tine, or picked up by the trailing edge of the disc. A reduced amounts of soil flows
around the coulter and fall back into the slot giving less seed cover and less consolidation. The
consolidation wheels are then blamed for not producing the desired seed cover and are replaced,
or a following harrow is fitted to alleviate the problem. Both of these options cost money, and
time, and, both move more soil than necessary which can lead to weed germination.
What is the answer…?
A major key to achieving good quality drilling is to keep the forward speed below 8km/h at all
times, especially if the soil conditions are particularly dry or wet. This may seem a significant
hindrance to achieving a sensible output but other solutions are possible, wider drills, double shift,
etc etc. The depth of the coulters and seed tubes where applicable should be checked regularly
especially if the soil conditions are changing rapidly, similarly seed rates need to adjusted up the
later drilling goes on to ensure a consistent stand.

